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Transport and Mobility

Futures Cards.

Car Free Towns

Imagine if... towns and city centres were car free.  
In the UK, one-third of carbon emissions come from 
transport, with private cars contributing the most.  
What could we do with all the extra space?

This is already happening in many cities across 
Europe.

All Cars Electric

Imagine if... all cars were powered by electricity rather 
than petrol. There are already 260,000 electric cars 
in the UK, as well as 535,000 hybrid cars (electric & 
petrol).

Several car makers have committed to stop making 
petrol cars before 2030.

Autonomous Taxis

Imagine if… nobody owned a car. When you wanted 
to travel you used your phone to call a autonomous 
taxi to pick you up and take you to your destination. 
This would remove thousands of parked cars and 
make space for other activities in towns.

These cars are being tested on roads today.

A Bicycle Friendly Town

Imagine if… your town was designed for bicycle use 
more than cars. Imagine if bicycle lanes gave bicyclist 
priority over cars and made it safe for everyone to use 
their bikes.

Many towns are taking this very seriously, and 
succeeding (17% increase in cycling from 2019 to 
2020).
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Eating

Futures Cards.

Vertical Farming

Imagine if… rather than growing food on the ground 
it could be grown vertically. This way, much more food 
could be grown in urban areas and reduce food miles 
and water use.

Called vertical farming, this is already competing with 
traditional farms.

Becoming a Flexitarian

Imagine if… we chose to eat more plant-based meals 
and reduced fish and meat in our diets. This could 
have many benefits for health and animal welfare, not 
just reducing emissions. If every family ate one extra 
vegetarian meal each week this would result in the 
equivalent of 16 million less cars on the road.

Protein from Insects

Imagine if… insects provided our protein. Insects are 
a very high source of protein and can be grown in a 
small area, unlike cows, pigs and sheep. Many people 
already eat them, in fact 2000 species are eaten 
worldwide. Crickets produce 80% less methane than 
cows. So about your next burger is made from insects?

Reducing Food Waste

Imagine if… all the food we grew was eaten. Roughly 
one third of the world’s food is never eaten, which 
means land and resources are used, and greenhouse 
gases produced unnecessarily. 

A 50% reduction in food waste could reduce carbon 
emissions by 10 gigatons by 2050.
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Shopping and Consuming

Futures Cards.

Nothing was Thrown Away

Imagine if… everything we bought from computers to 
carpets was made to be taken apart and remade. Then 
the computer of today could become the table or chair 
of tomorrow.

Called the Circular Economy, many firms are already 
planning how to do this.

Renting Clothes

Imagine if… the next time you needed clothes for a 
special occasion, rather than buying them you rented 
them. Rental services for clothes are appearing in 
many towns and cities. Currently, fashion accounts for 
10% of global carbon emissions and nearly 20% of 
wastewater.

Mushroom Packaging and Coffee

Imagine if… packaging was made to be thrown away. 
Unlike plastic, packaging grown using mushrooms can 
be simply composted and is low in carbon emissions.

You can also use waste coffee grinds to grow 
mushrooms which are high in protein, further reducing 
waste.

Bacteria Eating Waste

Imagine if… our plastic waste was eaten by bacteria. 
Rather than using expensive, and polluting, machines 
to deal with our waste, scientists have discovered a 
type of bacteria that eats plastic. There is a lot more 
research to be done, and it will be at least 10 more 
years before you will be able to feed your plastic 
bottles to bacteria.
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Energy

Futures Cards.

Algae Fuels

Imagine if… instead if digging oil from the ground we 
‘grew’ oil instead. As algae grows it takes CO2 from 
the atmosphere. The algae can then be used to create 
a biofuel to replace petrol in cars. When biofuels are 
burnt CO2 is released – but much less than petrol. 
There is still a lot to learn but it could be a significant 
help.

Wind Power

Imagine if… we all owned a wind turbine. Public 
support for wind power is high, but some people do not 
want wind turbines near to their home.  Wind already 
supplies 25% of UK electricity, could we all help to 
buy more wind turbines? And even place them at sea 
rather than next to houses?

Carbon Credits

Imagine if… if everyone had their own carbon 
allowance. Carbon credits mean everyone has the right 
to use a fixed amount of carbon each. For example, 
if you want to take a car journey you will need to use 
some of you carbon credits – more if it is a petrol car. 
They already used by the EU to encourage businesses 
to reduce carbon.

Energy Efficiency

Imagine if… we could do the same things with less 
energy. Designing products to use far less energy will 
help us keep using the devices we love but with far 
less energy. All modern appliances include an energy 
efficiency rating – look out for A+ rated products.
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Buildings

Futures Cards.

Cooling by Termites

Imagine if… we learnt lessons from nature. Termites 
cleverly keep their mound at a constant temperature 
with no external power source. Architects have copied 
this to design buildings which cool air as it enters 
buildings and keeps the people in side cool.

Air Source Heat Pumps

Imagine if… we can use the air surrounding our 
houses to heat them. Air source heat pumps extract 
heat from outside air to heat your home and hot water, 
even when the temperature is -15°C. Heat pumps 
could reduce CO2 emissions by 80% if renewable 
energy is used.

Bricks from Fresh Air

Imagine if… building bricks are grown. Cement is 
the source of 8% of global carbon emissions. The 
company bioMASON have been inspired by coral to 
grow bricks. They use bacteria to grow cement, which 
when mixed with sand in a mould creates a new brick.

Insulation

Imagine if… all the heat we produced stayed inside 
our homes rather than leaking outside. Insulating 
floors, walls and lofts, together with better windows, 
could reduce heat loss by 50%. And if this happens, we 
will need less energy to keep our homes warm.
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Wild Cards

Futures Cards.

Restore Tropical Forests

Imagine if… we double the area of tropical forests on 
the planet. They used to cover 12% of the land area 
but now cover only 5%. By restoring more tropical 
forests we are restoring their function as carbon sinks, 
and supporting biodiversity, the wate cycle, conserving 
soil, producing food, medicine, and providing places for 
adventure.

Greening Cities

Imagine if… rather than concrete we created urban 
forests and meadows. Greening our towns and cities 
can help to keep us cool, improve habitats for humans 
and animals, and plants also reduce harmful air 
pollution. Imagine walking to school everyday through 
a woodland rather than a pavement.

Climate Silence

Imagine if… everyone talked about the climate crisis. 
Despite knowing how serious the climate crisis is, we 
do not talk enough about it. One reason is that too 
much negative news is not attractive. Can we produce 
positive stories about how tackling the climate crisis 
will lead to better lives for everyone?

Better Cooking Stoves

Imagine if… around 3 billion people cook on open 
fires or basic stoves using wood, charcoal and animal 
dung. These cooking practices release 2-5% of all 
greenhouse gas emissions. Providing these people 
with advanced biomass stoves can cut emissions by 
95%, making them better for the planet and healthier 
for their users.



Car free city - “File:The Hague car-free city centre 25.JPG” by João Pimentel Ferreira  
is licensed under CC BY-SA 4.0 

Electric car - “Not your Dad’s Electric Car” by Paul B. (Halifax) is licensed under CC BY-NC 2.0 

Autonomous car - “Uisee radically efficient autonomous car from China. #CES2017” by monsieur paradis is 
licensed under CC BY-NC 2.0 

Vertical farming - “Vertical, hydroponic lettuce - $3.00” by detached_retsina is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 2.0 

Circular economy - Source: Rood T and Hanemaaijer A, (2017). Opportunities for a circular economy. PBL Netherlands 
Environmental Assessment Agency, The Hague.

Algae into fuel - “Turning algae into energy” by SandiaLabs is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 2.0 

Termite mound - “Termite Mound” by Potjie is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 

Online learning - “Online Learning, hosted by Dan Malleck” by giulia.forsythe is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 

Bicycles - “Bikes & Hats for rent” by Prayitno / Thank you for (12 millions +) view is licensed under CC BY 2.0 

Flexitarian - “roots vegetarian and organic grocery store (1)” by steve loya is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 2.0 

Insect protein bar - “File:Portada demolitor insect protein (2).jpg” by Demolitor.protein  
is licensed under CC BY-SA 4.0 

Food waste - “Damn Food Waste Amsterdam” by webted is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 2.0 

Mushroom packaging - https://www.flickr.com/photos/75778657@N06/6806712061/in/photolist-bnufYg-5qqD8Q-
bnugan-bnucka-bnub4V-bnubmv-bnuf6T-bnucZT-bnu9CD-bnuaFi-bnudxx-bnudTZ-bnua5x-bnu996-bnu8GT-
77ZxFe is licensed under CC BY-SA
Plastic waste - “an estimated 5,000 to 6,000 tons of plastic waste is generated each year in Armenia - and 
growing.” by UNDP in Europe and Central Asia is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 

Wind turbines - “Lillgrund wind power farm, overview.” by Vattenfall is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 2.0 

Insulation - “Study insulated” by jmrodri is licensed under CC BY 2.0 

Heat source pump - www.flickr.com/photos/krzlis/6589545719/ is under license CC BY-SA
bioMason bricks - “bioMASON Biocement Masonry / bioMASON (US)” by Ars Electronica  
is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 2.0
Carbon credit card - “carbon-Credit-Card” by charlesfettinger is licensed under CC BY 2.0 

Energy efficiency certificate - “The GDS building energy rating” by Paul Miller is licensed under CC BY 2.0
End climate silence - “End Climate Silence” by Alex Schwab is licensed under CC BY-ND 2.0 

City park - “the city park” by a7m2 is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0  

Tropical forest - “PB209386 a distant view of a tropical forest in early morning” by Pen Araneae  
is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 2.0 

Cooking stove - “GML Project” by CIFOR is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 2.0
Smart phone - “Ubuntu Kitty Smart Phone Preview” by j_baer is licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0 

Plastic waste - “Guiyu e-waste” by Bert van Dijk is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 
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Image Credits

Futures Cards.

More ideas from - https://drawdown.org/solutions. 

Zero Carbon Britain reports (Making It Happen – see postcards from the future) - https://cat.org.uk/info-resources/
zero-carbon-britain/research-reports/zero-carbon-britain-making-it-happen/

Web resources for teachers to explore more
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https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0?ref=ccsearch&atype=rich
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/29887284@N00
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/2.0/?ref=ccsearch&atype=rich
https://www.flickr.com/photos/11904526@N00/32009883161
https://www.flickr.com/photos/11904526@N00
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/2.0/?ref=ccsearch&atype=rich
https://www.flickr.com/photos/58042880@N00/19495497582
https://www.flickr.com/photos/58042880@N00
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/2.0/?ref=ccsearch&atype=rich
https://www.flickr.com/photos/38540187@N03/4150749229
https://www.flickr.com/photos/38540187@N03
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/2.0/?ref=ccsearch&atype=rich
https://www.flickr.com/photos/96698953@N00/3408013097
https://www.flickr.com/photos/96698953@N00
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/?ref=ccsearch&atype=rich
https://www.flickr.com/photos/59217476@N00/7094294029
https://www.flickr.com/photos/59217476@N00
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/?ref=ccsearch&atype=rich
https://www.flickr.com/photos/34128007@N04/8523873934
https://www.flickr.com/photos/34128007@N04
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/?ref=ccsearch&atype=rich
https://www.flickr.com/photos/65669043@N00/2769236888
https://www.flickr.com/photos/65669043@N00
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/2.0/?ref=ccsearch&atype=rich
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=88914596
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=User:Demolitor.protein&action=edit&redlink=1
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0?ref=ccsearch&atype=rich
https://www.flickr.com/photos/26842074@N00/9168973752
https://www.flickr.com/photos/26842074@N00
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/2.0/?ref=ccsearch&atype=rich
https://www.flickr.com/photos/75778657@N06/6806712061/in/photolist-bnufYg-5qqD8Q-bnugan-bnucka-bnub4V-bnubmv-bnuf6T-bnucZT-bnu9CD-bnuaFi-bnudxx-bnudTZ-bnua5x-bnu996-bnu8GT-77ZxFe
https://www.flickr.com/photos/75778657@N06/6806712061/in/photolist-bnufYg-5qqD8Q-bnugan-bnucka-bnub4V-bnubmv-bnuf6T-bnucZT-bnu9CD-bnuaFi-bnudxx-bnudTZ-bnua5x-bnu996-bnu8GT-77ZxFe
https://www.flickr.com/photos/75778657@N06/6806712061/in/photolist-bnufYg-5qqD8Q-bnugan-bnucka-bnub4V-bnubmv-bnuf6T-bnucZT-bnu9CD-bnuaFi-bnudxx-bnudTZ-bnua5x-bnu996-bnu8GT-77ZxFe
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/46920115@N03/7560991032
https://www.flickr.com/photos/46920115@N03/7560991032
https://www.flickr.com/photos/46920115@N03
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/?ref=ccsearch&atype=rich
https://www.flickr.com/photos/37427697@N03/3581237503
https://www.flickr.com/photos/37427697@N03
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/2.0/?ref=ccsearch&atype=rich
https://www.flickr.com/photos/33205801@N00/7692495586
https://www.flickr.com/photos/33205801@N00
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/?ref=ccsearch&atype=rich
http://www.flickr.com/photos/krzlis/6589545719/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/36085842@N06/27912097302
https://www.flickr.com/photos/36085842@N06
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/2.0/?ref=ccsearch&atype=rich
https://www.flickr.com/photos/46148809@N05/6839804377
https://www.flickr.com/photos/46148809@N05
https://www.flickr.com/photos/46148809@N05
https://www.flickr.com/photos/24928513@N00/6966720107
https://www.flickr.com/photos/24928513@N00
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/?ref=ccsearch&atype=rich
https://www.flickr.com/photos/42017076@N04/23381073676
https://www.flickr.com/photos/42017076@N04
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/2.0/?ref=ccsearch&atype=rich
https://www.flickr.com/photos/149960743@N05/45792033951
https://www.flickr.com/photos/149960743@N05
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/?ref=ccsearch&atype=rich
https://www.flickr.com/photos/11125783@N04/6368229007
https://www.flickr.com/photos/11125783@N04
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/2.0/?ref=ccsearch&atype=rich
https://www.flickr.com/photos/45423546@N07/49625565323
https://www.flickr.com/photos/45423546@N07
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/2.0/?ref=ccsearch&atype=rich
https://www.flickr.com/photos/43835739@N05/6137716032
https://www.flickr.com/photos/43835739@N05
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/?ref=ccsearch&atype=rich
https://www.flickr.com/photos/75478114@N00/2994217039
https://www.flickr.com/photos/75478114@N00
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/?ref=ccsearch&atype=rich
https://drawdown.org/solutions
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